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PLEASE SEND US MANUSCRIPTS, NEWS ITEMS, BOOKS FOR 
REVIEW, REPRINTS, ABSTRACTS, ETC, 
To make Historia Mathematics a communication center we depend 
on colleagues throughout the world to send us material growing 
out of whatever they are doing. Submit a manuscript. Ask your 
publisher to send us a review copy of your book. Send us reprints 
of everything you publish. Tell us the names and topics of stu- 
dents writing theses under your direction. Send descriptions of 
your courses, teaching programmes, or research projects. Write 
us about errors you note in historical publications or about 
anything else of general interest to our profession. If you 
wish to write an editorial, put it in a letter. Our pages are 
open to all for anything that will be helpful. 
ERRATA 
In “Mathematics and discovery in Galileo’s physics” by 
Stillman Drake in the May issue on 
line 30 should read: TDB:TDP:: 
J p. 142, the proIx$$; ;;ge 
185 x 262:262. 
148, line 18, read “be 180 punti long” in place of “be 100 punti 
long .I’ 
RENEWALS AND SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR VOLUME 2 
Please note that in order for individuals(organizations) 
to secure the special $8($17) rate for volume 2, they must 
send their subscription or renewal with payment by October 
1, 1974. Otherwise they will be billed for $10($22). 
By arrangement with the University of Toronto Press we 
make the following combination offer to individual scholars 
only who pay with their order by October 1, 1'974: Volume 2 
of HISTORIA MATHEMATICA and BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESEARCH MANUAL 
OF THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS (University of Toronto Press, 
1973; see review in May issue) for only $20, the price of 
the book alone. Do not order through the University of 
Toronto Press, but send order and payment to us. 
